Teaching Tools
Curriculum Guides for Home and Classroom Teaching

A Circle of Friends by Giora Carmi
When a young boy anonymously shares his
snack with a homeless man, he begins a cycle
of good will.
Learning Engagements:
1. Making Predictions
2. Visual Literacy, Retelling, and Fluency
3. Main Ideas
4. Character Study
5. Inferring a Theme
6. Artistic Representation
7. Text-to-text Connections

Learning Engagement #1: Making Predictions
Book Prompt: The story line in this book invites readers to predict what will happen next. The sequence of
events is clearly related. Even if readers do not make predictions that agree with the actual progression of the
story, they will have used their background knowledge about the way stories and life work to support their
comprehension of the text.
For the very first reading of this book, do not preview the pages. Begin on the first page and ask this question
before turning each page: What do you think will happen next? Ask readers why they think that will happen
and then turn the page to confirm or disprove their predictions.

Learning Engagement #2: Visual Literacy, Retelling, and Fluency
Book Prompt: By painting only the new or key information on each page, author-illustrator Giora Carmi
provides viewers/readers the opportunity to tell the story in their own words. The focus of readers’ retellings
is on the main ideas and will demonstrate their comprehension of the story structure, the plot, and the
message.
Make a storyboard that provides a text box for the title, the single page introduction, each double-page spread
in the body of the story, and for the single concluding page – 16 frames in all. First, ask readers to tell the
story orally as they read the illustrations. Then, ask them to write the story in their words, making one entry
for each story frame. Ask young authors to read their story several times with expression and flow in order to
achieve fluent reading before presenting it to others.
When making a storyboard, use as large a
piece of paper as possible – poster-size if
possible. Fold the paper into 8 boxes and
use both sides. You want to end up with 16
frames in all, as shown at right.
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Learning Engagement #3: Main Ideas
Book Prompt: The plot line of this story is a cause and effect chain. Each new event builds on the previous
one. This narrative structure helps readers get to the heart of what is important in the plot. It supports them in
determining the main ideas. Give readers the cause and ask them to tell or write the effect. For more
sophisticated readers, give them the effect and ask them to tell or write the cause.

Cause
The boy shared his muffin.
The homeless man shared the muffin.
The parent birds fed their baby bird with
muffin crumbs.
The homeless man fed a seed to the baby
bird.
The seed grew into a sunflower.

Effect
The homeless man had something to eat.
The bird parents had something to eat.
The baby bird got stronger.
The baby bird planted the seed in the window
box.
The boy enjoyed the beautiful sunflower.

Learning Engagement #4: Character Study
Book Prompt: Comparing and contrasting traits of characters is one way to conduct a
character study. In this book, readers learn that the boy and the homeless man have some
differences, and they also have much in common.
Use a Venn diagram (demonstrated below) to compare these two characters. In the left
circle, record the characteristics that are unique to the boy. In the right circle, record the
characteristics that are unique to the homeless man. (Be sure these items are parallel.
For instance, living in an apartment is in contrast to being homeless.) In the center,
record the character traits they share.

Boy
Lives in apartment
Mom gives money for muffin
Buys sweets - muffin

Same
Like muffins
Generous
Give muffin/crumbs away
Enjoy making others happy

Man
Homeless
Does not have money
May be hungry

Learning Engagement #5: Discussion and Inferring a Message or Theme
Book Prompt: This lovely story about generosity and its unintended consequences can prompt readers to think
about the message or theme of this book. The theme may be the author’s motivation for writing the book.
There are many common sayings that speak to these kinds of actions. Here are some:
1. Treat others as you would want to be treated. (Golden Rule)
2. Practice random acts of kindness and senseless acts of beauty. (Anne Herbert)
3. Kindness can become its own motive. We are made kind by being kind. (Eric Hoffer)
Think about what the story means and share your meanings in small group discussions. Afterward, compose
individual one-sentence themes that reflect the meaning of the story. For example: One never knows the good
that can come from sharing.
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Learning Engagement #6: Artistic Representation
Book Prompt: Using the individual one-sentence themes, create a posters that show people,
animals, and/or plants acting out each message.
Use poster board or heavy construction paper, crayons, and collage materials. After writing
the theme or leaving space in which to write it, draw and glue on collage materials to illustrate
the message. Display posters prominently.

Learning Engagement #7: Text-to-text Connections
Book Prompt: This story is a circle story. It begins and ends with the boy at his window. Along the way,
things happen and life changes, but the story ends where it began.
There are many children’s literature books that are constructed in this way. Read some of these stories and
make connections between the texts. Notice the beginnings and endings of the stories. Are they the same? Are
they different? Making connections between texts helps readers grow their literary repertoires.

Other Recommended Circle Stories:
A House Is a House for Me by Mary Ann Hoberman, illustrated by Betty Fraser (Viking, 1978)
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie (series) by Laura Joffe Numeroff, illustrated by Felicia Bond (Harper & Row,
1985)
Miss Rumphius by Barbara Cooney (Viking, 1982)
The Napping House by Audrey Wood, illustrated by Don Wood (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1984)
Read to Me/Vamos a leer by Judi Moreillon, illustrated by Kyra Teis (Star Bright Books, 2004)
The Seed and the Giant Saguaro by Jennifer Ward, illustrated by Mike Rangner (Rising Moon, 2003)
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